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Burglar Strikes On Campus 
With Ormsby Raid SundayIntruder Scales, Breaks Into Dorm
An unidentified person or per­sons forced open a bathroom win­dow at Ormsby Hall early Sun­day morning and stole two hair dryers and an iron from the win­dow sill. The break-in occurred in a small bathroom adjoining the quad on the first floor. The thief apparently committed his crime while the four occupants of the room were asleep.From what little facts are known, the theft has been recon­structed as follows: The four girls arrived in their rooms at 1 a.m., noticing that the rooms seemed cold. At approximately 1:30 a.m. one of the girls report­ed that she entered the bathroom and “felt a very cold draft com­ing from the open window.” None of the girls had opened the win­
dow that evening.She closed the window, turned out the light and went to bed. Two girls in an adjoining room report­ed noises outside their window that sounded like persons throw­ing rocks at the window. When the occupants of the room arose Sun­day morning at approximately 9:15 a.m., they noticed that the bathroom window was again open, and that the dryers and the iron were gone.Search PremisesA search of the premises re­vealed the hood of one of the hair dryers, the screen from the bath­room window and two sewer pipes propped up against the wall out­side. Although the window is nearly twelve feet from the ground, it is relatively easy to climb up to a small ledge and from there to open the window.Following the report of the theft, a house meeting was call­ed; Dean Francis L. Broderick
Faculty Members Consider Awards» Courses» Exams
Several changes in Lawrence policy were introduced at the faculty meeting in Harper hall Monday.In response to a request by the French department, Herbert Tjossem for the Committee or Instruction moved that the com­mittee be given authority to per­mit experimentation with depart­mental exams.
Motion PassedThe previous policy has been one in which all departments are equally based. The motion was carried with the amendment “at the request of the department concerned” added after ‘‘experi­mentation.”Mathematical methods in the sciences, a course in math con­cepts used in physics, chemistry
Indian Philosopher 
To Discuss Religion
Dr. Amiya Chakravarty, a Boston University religious phil- ospher, will speak on “A Con­temporary Approach to Art, Science and Religion” in the Riverview Lounge at 8 p.m., Thursday, Nov. 10.As a  native of India some of his closest friends were Mahat­m a Ghandi and Rabindranath Tagore.Recently he has made contri­butions to world pence by lec­turing and teaching in America. The task of interpreting Indian and Asian democracy in the West, he feels, is an urgent one. Only by understanding of this kind can a real federation of democracies be evolved to con­front divisionist powers.Dr. Chakravarty received his Masters Degree from Patna University and his doctorate at Oxford.The program is sponsored by the college endowment associa­tion visiting scholar program.
and biology and especially de­signed for secondary teachers of the sciences, was approved.It was announced that students completing their studies in the fall or winter term may com­plete honors projects in those terms, with the provision that they petition the Committee on Honors in time for appropriate arrangements to be made.
Obligated to Submit CopyBeginning this year, students submitting acceptable honors projects will be obligated to sub­mit a copy of their theses to the library before a predetermined deadline, which is May 26 in1967.Carl Wellman, associate pro­fessor of philosophy, also an­nounced for the Committee on Honors that athletic awards un­der the Committee’s jurisdiction will be made on the advice of the Committee on Intercollegiate Activities for Men, which will consider candidates nominated by the department of physical education.A change in eligibility rules for students involved in confer­ence athletics was requested by Vernon Roelofs, professor of history, for the Midwest Confer­ence of Colleges.
Increased EnrollmentThe clause was necessitated by the increasing number of stu­dents who are enrolled in the in­stitution but working off campus.It compels a student to be on campus during the relevant sports period in order to com­pete in the Midwest conference.
t----
ROUND ROBINS Upperclass independent wo­men are cordially invited to attend the sorority Round Rob­ins which will be held on Sun- diay, Nov. 13. They should meet in the Union <aA 1:30.
attended. The facts were present­ed to the dean, followed by sug­gestions for more adequate pro­tection of the girls in the dorm. It was suggested that the school contract ia night patrol for the campus. It was also suggested that more floodlights be installed around the exterior of the build­ing.
Broderick asked that everyone be realistic about the situation. He staid satisfactory paitrolling would require a minimum of five to eight policemen but that pro­vision for such protection is "un­likely.” He stressed the personal responsibility that the girls have to close shades and lock windows at night.
Entrance EasyHe also emphasized that those who leave doors or windows open for the “benefit” of friends who might be coming in «after hours are jeopardizing the entire dorm. Broderick added that all must realize that it is not difficult to scale the walls and thereby gain entrance to the dorms.
Several other incidents were cited as more indications of a need for security. One girl re­ported that she saw several high school boys on the fire escape outside the first floor Sunday at* ternoon. A counselor who works at the desk recently noticed a man or boy walking back and forth on the sidewalk in front of Ormsby. The girl became suspi­cious when he hid behind a tree each time anyone passed.
Rapoport Will Speak 
Twice This Tuesday
Anatol Rapoport, Professor of Mathematical Biology and Sen­ior Research Mathematican at the Mental Health Research In­stitute of the University of Mich­igan, will address a science colloquium and deliver a fresh­man studies lecture next week.
Rapoport will present a fresh­man studies lecture entitled “Structure of Scientific Revolu­tions” on Tuesday morning, and Tuesday afternoon at 4:30 he will address a science colloqu­ium in Youngchild 161 on “Mod­ern Concepts of Conflict and Co­operation.”
Studied MusicBorn in Russia, Rapoport came to the United States as a boy and later studied at the State Academy of Music in Vienna. He is an accomplished concert pianist in addition to having a doctorate in mathematics.
His research has been largely in mathematical biology, math­ematical psychology, and math­ematical sociology.
He i.< currently president of the Society for General Systems Research, is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and is chairman of the Council Study Committee on Eth­ics a n d  Responsibilities of Science for the American As­sociation for the Advancement of Science.
T H IS  IS Hi r section of Ormsby where the theft of an iron and two hairdryers occurred last Sunday. The intruder(s) entered the small first floor bathroom window at the left of the picture.
Wrolstad Discusses University’s Security
Last Sunday morning’s burg­lary at Ormsby is the latest of several incidents in the past year concerning intruders and prop­erty damage or loss.A recent break-in a t the Un­ion, food forages on fraternity houses by non-Lawrentians, stol­en bicycles that often find their way into the river via Union Hill, a girl pursued home to College House by a stranger, the annual vandalism with spray paint by high school students and rivals and a man seen in Colman at 3a.m. during summer session are largely responsible for the in­creased interest in campus secur­ity.M a r w i n Wrolstad, business manager of the university, noted several steps taken to ensure stu­dent and property security. Grad­ually the day custodial work is being shifted to 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. A janitor surprised the Union’s recent intruder at 3 a.m. and frightened him away.
Lighting ConditionsAll women will live in dormi­tories when Kohler Hall is fin­ished. The long-promised lighting awaits completion of the “total plan” by the landscape archi­tect.Wrolstad pointed out that, aside from aesthetic considerations, lighting has to be thoroughly planned because brightly lit areas tend to produce deep pockets of darkness. He also mentioned that
the Colman entrance lights would be toned down.Although other institutions have had limited success with patrols, Wrolstad did noteliminate the pos­sibility of campus police. In ref­erence to bicycle thefts and un­wanted escorts, he stressed the importance of “good neighborli­ness” and individual responsi­bility in protecting communal and personal interests.
Scriven To Lecture On Question of God
Midhael Scriven's lecture, “ Proving the Non-Existance of God.” will be given a e 8 p.m., Wednesday, Nov. 9 in Harper Hall.Scriven’s view is that under­graduate interest in the question of God’s existence has been greatly underestimated, and that students are quite capable of intelligently debating the issue despite the fact they are not often given the opportuniy to do so.It is Scriven’s feeling that the important question in comtempor- ary philosophy is not "Is God dead?” but rather “Was God ever alive?”The Philosophy Club and the Student Senate Committe will also sponsor an hour of discus­sion after the lecture.
Trever Head Resident Discusses Administration, Students, Faculty Lawrence Class of 68 Now Eligible For Spring Humanities FellowshipsStudents of the class of 1968 are eligible this fall to apply for student fellowships in the Newberry Library Seminar in the Humrnities to be held in the spring of 1967.Applications must be post­marked not later than November26. 1966.The Seminar, sponsored by the Associated Colleges of the Mid­west, which makes available the excellent resources of the New­berry Library, Chicago, will con­centrate on the era of the 17th century.Each year a scholar of inter­national reputation is in resi­dence at the Newberry Library as a  participant in the seminar. The resident fellow in the spring will be Sigmund Diamond of Columbia University. Now re­vitalizing the field of historical sociology. Diamond is the author of two books and several articles and editor of the Political Sci­ence Quarterly.Two faculty members drawn from ACM colleges will also be in residence. Robert Irrmann, professor of history, Beloit Col­lege, and Sheldon Zitner, pro­fessor of English at Grinnell Col­lege, will be the faculty fellows.
Housing for the fellows in the program will be in the nearby Irving Apartments, owned by the Newberry Library. Lawrence stu­dents in the seminar pay the same tuition as they would pay for the term at Lawrence.
During spring of 1966, Dick Wit­tenberg was a fellow in the New­berry Seminar. Alexandra Aber­crombie and Tim Jorgenson have been accepted for the spring session, 1967.
Each year the seminar con­centrates on a general chrono­logical period within western civilization so as to bring to­gether a group of scholars with a broad common interest which can be effectively pursued with­in the resources of the Newberry Library.During 1965-66 the fellows worked in the period of the Ren­aissance. They will concentrate on the 17th century during the present academic year. Age of Enlightenment and Revolution will be the topic in 1967-68 to be followed by the 19th century in1968-69.
Walter Peterson, associate professor of history, will answer questions about the program.
Archaeologists Plan Benefit Auction Here
This fall Charles A. Judge came to Lawrence as the new assistant dean of men, the di­rector of financial aids program, and the head resident of Trever. His previous employment was at the University of Michigan where he was the director of fraternities while continuing his studies.Judge holds a bachelor’s de­gree in Business Administration and an M.A. in F ar Eastern history. He is currently striving for his doctorate in Higher Ed­ucation.Judge feels that his job as the head resident of Trever is one of the “primary functions as the assistant dean of men, rather than being unnecessarily time- consuming. It keeps an adminis­trative person on campus at
Students attending “Election Night ’66” can look forward to appearances by incumbent John Byrnes and Marv Kagen, candi­dates for congressman from the Eighth Congressional District of Wisconsin.
To facilitate election cover­age. Prange’s department store has donated five color television sets for use during the evening. The television sets will be as­sisted by teletype to supply stu­dents with the fastest and most accurate returns.
Tickets for the event are on sale in all dormitories. They will also be on sale in the Union from noon to midnight on November 7th. Because of Union Rules, no tickets can be made available at the door.Those students wishing to reg­ister their election predictions must have their cards turned in by midnight November 7th. No predictions can be accepted after this time.
As of Monday, October 31, 340 tickets had been sold. This was the minimum amount required to meet expenses. Among those holding tickets are Senator Gay­lord Nelson and Senator Ed­ward Kennedy.
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night and it allows me to get a much better view of the stu­dents.” He disclosed that he is “ big on interchange between stu­dents and faculty.”Judge’s first view of the cam­pus was last spring when he came here for interviews. He was very impressed with the friendilness of the administration and the activities of the students. It was during the effigy stage of the Great Blue je an Debate, and at that time the writing on the wall said “Student apathy is what keeps Lawrence medi­ocre.” He “ found the campus alive and loved it for that.”He concurred reservedly with Smalley’s Encampment hypothe­sis that the students at Law­rence are so mature as to be considered middle aged, saying
Bob Hartwell and Lyman Rhoades, the co-planners of “Election Night ’66,” hope to combine entertainment and fast, accurate election coverage into an evening of fun and informa­tion.The elections will be carried to their conclusions, with cookies, coffee and other refreshments being served. Women who buy a ticket will be permitted to stay out until the conclusion of the event.
Representaties will be in the Union on November 7th for the purpose of accepting prediction sheets, making final ticket sales, and answering any questions about “Election Night ’66.”
Application for the Boennig- heim center of Lawrence will be issued to all interested students by mid-November, according to an announcement made by Mar­shall B. Hulbert, Vice-President of Lawrence University and Di­rector of Overseas Studies.
In its semi-annual meeting a week ago, the Lawrence Board of Trustees officially approved t h e  center in Boennigheim, Germany. Hulbert, with a facul­ty policy and advisory commit­tee made up by three faculty members—Charles Breunig, pro­fessor of history; Thomas Wenz- lau, professor of economics; and Robert Rosenberg, associate pro­fessor of chemistry, have begun work on applications, admissions criteria, and arrangements with faculty members for positions at the overseas center. Francis L. Broderick, dean of the colleges, will be in charge of the recruit­ing.Freshman students and all in­terested upperclassmen may at­tend a meeting early in Novem­ber to become formally acquaint­ed with the project, the date of the meeting to be specified later.Schiller College, a small co­educational college near Boen­nigheim. is arranging the travel itineraries for the short week­end lecture trips to Stuttgart University and appointments of a supervisor and domestic staff, medical staff, local contacts for students, and other services needed by the students.The center will be for sopho-
“ I agree somewhat, taken in context that one thing you asso­ciate with middle age is that you’re willing to sit and let things go as they are.”He feels that the solution to this problem lies in a combina­tion of various kinds of student leadership. Judge said that he felt the students “ should be more active with their ideas and act upon them through proper channels.”Even though he has a high re­gard for the standing rules, Judge said “ I am ready to see the situation changed, ready to work for change.” He cited par­ticularly the issue of privacy saying that he does not believe the answer lies in open dorms, but something more on the line of date rooms, as open dorms infringe upon the privacy of those who live near-by.In general, as far as social regulations are concerned, Judge said that “student regulations are  evolving to give more free­dom to students as long as the responsibility to give more free­dom is being accepted by the students.”He expressed his belief that students here are too concerned with extra-curricular regula­tions, and not with problems more seemingly central to that of the university as an educa­tional institution, saying that “ students should be thinking about how their work can be changed.”
Judge seems very satisfied with the general set up of the school, feeling that it is a strong cohesive organization. He holds great respect for the faculty be­lieving that it is “ probably the strongest part of the school.”
mores primarily, since in the junior and senior years the stu­dent devotes himself to majorial studies, which the center will not be able to provide. Courses which normally attract fairly large sophomore enrollments are to be offered, and these include introductory courses of many types.The Germany center is only the first in a projected series of overseas studies centers to be established by Lawrence. The best possibility for the next cen­ter is in Amiens, France, tenta­tively scheduled for opening in1968.Other centers in Europe and Latin America will probably be established before any attempt at enlargement of one center will be undertaken.The cost of the program, in­volving a six-month, two term Lawrence equivalent stay in Boennigheim will be two-thirds of the regular yearly Lawrence comprehensive fee.In 1967-68, this amount will be $1820, including one-way trans­portation from New York to Stuttgart and several trips while at the center. Students will pay for their own return transportation from Europe, and for any other independent travel.The enrollment will be limited to forty or fifty students in each of the two sessions running from July 1967 to December 1967 and from January 1968 to June 1968.Students will be allowed only one session at the centcr.
Objects ranging from a first century A.D. Roman oil lamp to a football autographed by the Green Bay Packers will go on the auction block at 7 p.m., No­vember 11 in the Worcester Art Center a t Lawrence University.
The auction is sponsored by the Appleton Society of Archaeo­logical Institutes of America founded two years ago under Lawrence auspices. Proceeds will go to the national society for sponsorship of an archaeological expedition and other projects.Daniel L. Amaud, instructor in classics at Lawrence, is pres­ident of the local society.
Antiquities to be auctioned in­clude the first century oil lamp already mentioned; a second century Roman amphora re­covered off the coast of Turkey; two Roman Occupation coins re­cently unearthed near Hastings, England; three 12th and 13th century Aztec and Zapotec clay vessels from Mexico and South America; and a leaf fossil em­bedded in stone.
Among the 19th century ob­jects are an 1850 pistol, frosted and cut glass, sheet music, trade paperweights, tapestry wall hangings and a braided rug.A group of autographed books have also been collected for the auction. They include autograph­ed copies of books by Eduard Baudry, Lawrence Professor Warren Beck, John W. Gardner, former Lawrence President Douglas M. Knight, Paul Mc- Kendrick, Kenneth Patchen, Bishop Jam es A. Pike, former Lawrence President Nathan M. Pusey, William S. White (this volume autographed by Presi­dent Lyndon Johnson), and poems by Richard Wilbur.
There is also a translation of Aristophanes, autographed by the translator William Arrow- smith, and an autographed mu­sical score by Norman Dello Joio.
There will be an original car­toon by Virgil Partch and an or­iginal Dick Tracy comic strip, as well as works of art donated by Tom Dietrich, Collan Kneale, Dane Purdo, Carl Riter, Jerry Schwartz, Arthur Thrall, Andrew
Krance and John Vlossak.In the miscellaneous category are a letter signed by then-Sen- ator John F. Kennedy, dinners at various restaurants in the Appleton area, French lingerie, assorted laces, and circus post­ers.
*  Calendar ♦
Saturday, November 5Moliere’s “Les Femmes Sa­vantes,” Stansbury, 8 p.m. Sig Ep-KD all school dance, Penning’s, 8 p.m.-12:30 a.m.Sunday, November 6 Film classics, “ Ikiru,” Young- child 161, 2 and 7:30 p.m. Faculty recital, Patricia Sayre, Harper, 4 p.m.Monday, November 7 Economics lecture, Gerry Bar­rett on labor problems, Main Hall 119, 10:30 a.m.Tuesday, November 8 Science colloquium, Anatol Rapoport, Youngchild 161, 4:30 p.m.Election night ’66, the Union,7 p.m.Latin gram m ar lecture, Li­brary 101, 8 p.m.Wednesday, November 9 LWA officers workshop, Col- man lounge, 6:45.Philosophy club lecture, Mi­chael Scriven, Harper, 8 p.m.Thursday, November 10 Lecture, Amiya Chakravarty, the Union, 8 p.m.Faculty recital, John Koop- man, 8 p.m.LWA after-hours sing, Experi­mental theatre, 11-12 p.m.Friday, November 11 Student recital, Harper, 2:30 p.m.Saturday, November 12Law school boards, Stansbury, all dayFootball, Dads’ day, Beloit, 1:30 p.m.Panhel open wing, 4-5:30 p.m.Sunday, November 13 Band m aterials clinic, the Chapel, 1:30 p.m.Film classics, “Our Man in Havana,” Youngchild 161, 2 and 7:30 p.m.Sorority round robins
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Campus Will Receive Full Election Results
Trustees Approve Lawrence Center 
Located in Boennigheim, Germany
Krause to Perforin 
For Artist Series
Metropolitan Opera Association singer Tom Krause will present the second of this year’s Law­rence-Community Artist Series concerts at 8 p.m. Monday, Nov. 14. in Memorial Chapel. Reserved seat tickets for this program are on sale at the Uni­versity Box Office.
Bom in 1934 in Helsinki, Fin­land, Krause first came to Amer­ican attention after his perform­ance in Benjamin Britten’s “War Requiem.” Since that time, Krause has enjoyed increasing popularity in this country.A regular member of the Ham­burg Opera, he has sung in nu­merous other European operatic centers, including Bayreuth, Glyndebourne, La Scala, Berlin and Vienna. In his native Fin land he is regarded as the lead mg singer of Sibelius. His per feet command of Finnish, Swed ish, German and English un doubtedly contributes to his au thoritative lieder interpretationsAmong his operatic roles are those of Herald, given in the Bayreuth producton of “Lohen­grin” 1962, the Count in Richard Strauss’ “Capriccio,” Guglielmo in “Cosi Fan Tutte,” Escamillo in “Carmen,” and Kurvenal in “Tristan and Isolde.”Mr. Krause’s principal re­cordings include a  recital of Finnish and German songs, and the roles of Ecamillo in “Car­m en'’ and of Kurvenal in “Tris­tan and Isolde.”
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Special Projects May Hold Dance; Faculty Member Attends MeetingResults Announced On J-Board Voting
TOM KRAUSE, Metropolitan Op­era Association baritone will per­form 8 p.m. Monday, November 14th. This will be the second Community Artist Series. Tickets are available at the box office.
| PLACEMENT CALENDAR
Tuesday and Wednesday, November 8 and 9Armed Forces Air Force Marine Corps NavyWednesday, November 9Milwaukee, Wisconsin Schools
SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM 
Anatol Raipoport will speak on ruesday at 4:30 p.m. in Young- child hall on “Modern Concepts of Conflict and Cooperation.”
By SCOTT LEWIS
Meeting October 31, Student Senate once more discussed the omnipresent issue of future Spec­ial Projects events, voted a new faculty member into their ranks, and managed to kill several pro­posals, some of which were left­overs from the previous meeting.Polling and Election repeated the J-Board election results: Dan I^eMahieu, senior men; Joanna Thornbury, senior women; Louie Cornelius, junior men; Marcia Zahn, junior women; Mark Cat­ron, .sophomore.
Freshman RepresentativesThis Monday, voting will be held for fnosh representatives who will hopefully appear at the meet­ing that night.Rich Crandell of Special Proj­ects proposed an all-school dance instead of a concert for second term. He hoped that more people would be interested in the dance than have been in concerts, there­by putting the Special Projects in the black for once. $900 could be drawn from the Social Committee and $200 from Special Projects as a basis for publicity, contracting a name band, etc. The tentative budget for the dance would run
Summer Jobs Recounted 
At Mortar Board’s Meeting
The Mortar Board listened to talks by four Lawrentians on how they spent their summers at a “Summer Spotlight” presentation, given at 8 p.m., Tuesday, Nov. 1, in the Riverview Lounge.Participating in the discussions Were Mary Ottoson, Winsor Whit- on, Cinny Russell, and Anna Mack.Mary Ottoson gave the first talk, hers concerning the sum­mer she spent as a congressional intern in Washington, D.C. After a few days of sight-seeing and "getting chills” listening to Sen­ator Everett Dirksen speak, she decided to get a job working with the government.She went to her Congressman’s office, that of Representative Mc- Clory of the 12th District in Illi­nois and became a congressional intern.In what she termed the “most rewarding experience I’ve ever had,” she spent her time an a variety of duties ranging from in­tense research to typing and fil­ing.Her main problem was handling all of the visitors during the per­iod of the Luci Johnson wedding preparations. Patrick Nugent, she explained was from MeClory’s district.
Winsor Whiton was next to speak, and his presentation con­cerned his summer spent in Ap­pleton working with the Upward Bound project in conjunction with Sargent Shriver’s poverty pro­gram.After recounting a few brief memories of what Appleton is like during the summer, Whiton went on to explain that the Lawrence University branch of Upward Bound took teenagers out of the inner city of Milwaukee and tried to educate them.He found the students to be most deficient in their language arts training, and while he des- scribed their way of speaking as strangely poetic, he cited it as one of the main barriers between counselor and student.Pointing to the shortcomings of the program, he said that in some ways it “was not a terribly sat­isfying summer” . But he was still “glad he did it” .Jumping from Appleton to Minnesota, Cinny Russell gave a talk on her summer studying bot­any with the ACM (Associated Colleges of the Midwest). Rough­ing it for nine weeks in the wild­erness, Russell took canoe trips, lived with professors, and got to know students from the other col­
leges of this conference.Highlighting her talk was a col­or slide presentation showing her progress as she wrestled with her research project on birch fungus. She said that anybody with the introductory Biology c o u r s e s  could participate in such a pro­gram, and that scholarships are provided to those who qualify.Anna Mack, the last speaker on the program, spent her summer working in Britain and Sweden. In a project that she termed a “miniature peace corps” , she was able to “really get to know the cultures” of the two lands she vis­ited.She was there under the aus­pices of the American Friend Ser­vice and explained that the entire six weeks cost approximately $600, including transportation.While in Europe, she participa- tated with friends from various countries in work projects.In Britain it was turning a  greenhouse into a school just out­side of Stratford. In Sweden it was painting a barn that she des­cribed as “four times as big as main hall” . She also gave a slide presentation.The meeting was recorded by WLFM for later broadcast.
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somewhere around $2100 and de­pend oil at least $900 in ticket sales to not show' a loss. Crandell ran through a list of bands which were within the price category which Senate could afford.Among the more commoniy known bands suggested like the Beau Brummels, Sam the Sham and the Pharoahs, the Outsiders, the McCoys were the Hot Nuts. Someone said he would be “more than willing to pay $5 to drink beer and hear the Hot Nuts” , but unfortunately it appears that the Hot Nuts may not be suited for an all-school dance. Prices proposed for the dance were $5 per couple if beer was served; otherwise $3 per couple. Theoretically, if such a dance is approved, townies will be barred since it will take the place of the mid-winter formal.Craig Harris requested repre­sentatives to take the dance pro­posal back and “poll your con­stituencies well.”
Election Night ’66
Bob Hartwell stood up in behalf of his and Dustv Rhoades’ unique brainchild. “Election Night ’66” , and urged everyone to attend. It was noted that “Election Night ’66” is completely non-profit and that people connected with it have gone to considerable time and trouble to make it worthwhile.Two new committees are in the offing: the constitutional revision one to be headed by Jim  Snod­grass and the car pool one to be headed by Davey Davis. The car pool committee will investigate the possibility of having a fleet of rental cars on campus for student use.
The three resolutions on Greek discrimination are under wraps for the present because the Trus­tees feel that they don’t know en­ough about the issue to make a decision. However, a Trustees’ committee will talk to students and faculty on the issue so that an agreement can be terminated at the Trustees’ next meeting in February.
Two Motions Fail
Two tabled motions from the previous meeting died: the 20 per cent Special Projects payment on profits and the proposal to send a Lawrentian editorial containing a negative view of the campus to prospective students. In the case of the latter, Dave Chambers said he talked to Director of Admis­sions Edward B. Wall who was
not entirely against the proposal, but thought it might discourage some of the students he wished to get up at Lawrence.
Harris stated he had asked President Curtis W. Tarr about the $200 raise in tuition for next year. Tarr felt the increase was necessary because of inflationary trends in the national economy. Bud Walsh could not see the re­lation between the economy and Lawrence tuition, especially in view of Lawrence’s multimillion dollar cndowTnent. Whatever the case, the motion for a guaranteed tuition for incoming freshmen was defeated.
Snodgrass Innovation
Snodgrass came up with an original idea: to have a faculty member present at all Senate meetings from the Committee on Academic Affairs to present the faculty point of view. His pro­posal carried ;«nd Chester J. Hill, professor of psychology will at­tend Senate first term. Mr. Brad­ley J. Nickels, assistant professor of art and history, second term, and Mr. Vernon W. Roelofs, pro­fessor of history, third term.Two other motions met their death: Jim  Barker’s, that a reso­lution state that the law rentian Editorial Board cannot be a t­tacked by Student Senate, and Dave Toycen’s, that when reso­lutions are sent out to commit­tees. a student and a faculty member of that committe re- port back to the Senate.
Amendment DefoutedJim  Streater proposed a con­stitutional amendment to remove the Senate president from the Lawrentian Editorial Board or the Board of Control. He claimed that he had talked to Editorial Board memlicrs and they felt that the presence of the Senate presi­dent hindered the operations of the Board. The reaction to the proposal was somewhat mali­cious, but Walsh reminded the Senate that the proposal was a m atter of Lawrentian autonomy and not of personal attack.The meeting concluded with the defeat of the Streater motion be­cause, as was decided, Harris’s presence on the Editorial Board of Control did not impair the ed­itorial policies of the Lawrentian or its financial proceedings. In­deed, Harris had often functioned as a good information source for the Lawrentian.
HAVE A BEER,
Have a Pizza,
HAVE ANOTHER BEER.
SAMMY’S PIZZA PLACE
Student Special
1/2 Golden-Fried Butter Crust Chicken
(Includes 4 pieces of pre-cooked, breaded, and deep- 
fried elbow lickin ' chicken) 3 5  re^ $1-50
14 lb. C H O PPED  SIRLOIN
Char-grilled steak on bun with french fries and 
cole slaw $ 1
W e Serve from  5 to 10:30Coach Lamp Inn
211 S. W alnut
Les Femmes Savantes, tonight in Stansbury.
Basic Design Of The LWA
ARTICLE I NameThe name of this association shall be the Lawrence Women’s Association.
ARTICLE II PurposeThe purpose of this association shall be:1. To provide a means by which the women of Lawrence University shall legislate in their interests and for their welfare.2. To enforce the rules of this association and carry out their penalties.3. To further in every way the spirit of unity and fellowship among the women of Lawrence University.ARTICLE IDMembershipAll women students enrolled in Lawrence University are mem­bers of L.W.A.ARTICLE IV Governing BoardsIn the L.W.A. there shall be three councils:1. The L.W.A. Council, whose power shall be legislative and ex­ecutive.2. The L.W.A. Executive Board whose function shall be advisory.3. The Judicial Board, whose power shall be judicial.ARTICLE V L.W.A. Council Section IThe L.W.A. Council shall be composed of the following:1. The officers of L.W.A.2. A representative of the Wom­e n ’s Recreation Association.3. A representative of each of the women’s dormitories.5. Two women faculty mem­bers:
a. The Dean of Women.b. One woman faculty member to be selected by the Executive Board every year.6. The head counselor and the head proctor of each of the dor­mitories.7. Dormitory representatives:a. One representative shall be elected from each floor of the up­perclass dormitories which have more than thirty-five residents.b. One representative shall be elected from each freshman see- tion. Section II1. Each council member shall have one vote, except as stated in Section II, number 2.2. For rule revisions and upon demand of two-thirds of the coun­cil members, a representative vote shall be taken as follows:a. Each floor of dormitories which have more than thirty-five residents shall be allowed one vote.b. Each dormitory of thirty- five residents or less shall be al­lowed one vote.c. In case of a tie, the presi­dent shall cast one vote.
Section IIIThe officers of this association shall be President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, two Social Co-Chairmen, who must all be eligible under the college eligibil­ity rules. They shall be elected ac­cording to the procedure speci­fied in the by-laws.
Section IVThe following duties shall be per­formed by the L.W.A. Council:1. To serve as the legislative and executive body of the Asso­ciation.2. To take the initiative in de­termining the policies and in car­rying out the aims of the Associa­tion.3. To act upon the legislative proposals of the Judicial Board.
RENEITA ART CENTRE
— Exclusively Art —
Art Supplies - Art Books - Framing606-608 N. Lawe 734-3272
LAW RENCE UN IVERSITY —  You're Welcome at
DAMROW'S RESTAURANT
"Serving Tops in Food"
JUMBO STEAK SANDWICHES
Serving Complete Dinners fromHam, Chops, Sea Food, Steaks, Chicken '  
121 East College Avenue /$
P.S. W e have T A B  — The One Calorie Drink ✓
4. To submit recommenda­tions for the acceptance by wom­en students.5. To provide a means for the integration of the Lawrence wom­en’s organizations.6. To uphold the traditions and standards of the Lawrence women.Section VMeetings:1. Regular meetings of the L.W.A. Council shall be held once a month during the college year, subject to cancellation by the president.2. Special meetings of the L.W.A. Council shall be called at the discretion of the President, the Council, or by the President on petition by ten per cent of the membership of the Association.3. The time and the place of all L.W.A. meetings shall be an­nounced at least twenty-four hours before the meeting.
ARTICLE VI L.W.A. Executive BoardSection IThe L.W.A. Executive Board shall be composed of the officers of the L.W.A. and the dormitory presidents. Section nMeetings of the Executive Board shall be called at the dis­cretion of the L.W.A. president. The president may call in other members of the Council when m atters under their jurisdiction are to be discussed.
ARTICLE Vn  Judicial BoardSection IThe Judicial Board shall be composed of the following:1. The Vice - President of L.W.A. who shall be chairman.2. Hie head proctors of the upperclass dormitories and the head counselors of the freshmen dormitories.3. One sophomore chosen by the L.W.A. Council, from those who have submitted applications to be on the L.W.A Judicial Board, if that class is not al­ready represented.Section nThe following duties shall be performed by the Judicial Board:1 To serve as a Judicial Board.2. To act in cases pertaining to the violation of the govern­ment rules of Lawrence womena. When referred to the Judi­cial Board by a house council.b. When not under the dormi­tory’s jurisdiction.c. When appealed to by the individual.3. To present proposed legis­lation pertaining to women’s gov­ernm ent rules to the L.W.A. Council.4. The Judicial Board may re­fer serious cases of social dis­cipline to the all-college Judicial Board. Section HIMeetings of the Judicial Board shall be held at the request of the Judicial Board Chairman at a place designated by her.
ARTICLE Vm  Dormitory Organization
S e c t io n  IThe officers of the upperclass dorms, whose duties are speci­fied in the by-laws, shall be the following: President, Head Proc­tor, Secretary-Treasurer, and So­cial Co-Chairmen.
Section mThe dorm officers shall be elected by a simple majority of those voting within one week following room choosing in the spring preceding their term of office. The procedure for the elections found in the by-laws shall be followed.
Section IVA proctor system shall be set up at the discretion of each dor­mitory.
Section V1. The counselors in each freshman dormitory will form the house council and judicial board for the first term.a. The head counselor will be head proctor.b. The head counselor will act as president for the first term and as chairman of the house judicial board for the full year.c. The head counselor will appoint temporary dorm officers from among the counselors.2. During the seventh week of first term, freshman officers will be elected by the entire dorm as follows:
a. TTie section representatives and counselors temporarily on House Council will make up the slate which will be presented to the dormitory. Additional nom­inations may be made from the floor.b. Officers elected at this time will be president, secretary- treasurer, and social chairmen. All nominees are required to have satisfactory a c a d e m i c  standing.c. A majority vote is needed for election.
Section VI
1. The House Council of the upperclass dormitories shall con­sist of all elected dorm officers and one representative elected from each floor. The House Councils of the freshman dor­mitories shall consist of the dorm officers, section represen­tatives, and the head counselor. The dormitory president shall be chairman.
2. The duties of the House Council shall be the following:a. To plan any and all func­tions of the House.
b. To act as a coordinating body between the house mother, the dormitory residents, the staff, L.W.A., Student Senate, and the Deans’ Office.c  To submit recommenda­tions for acceptance by the house.
d. To provide a means for the expression of opinion on the part of the members of the house.e. To foster a spirit of unity and fellowship in the House.
NEW
IN APPLETON
Q r v v w c u ^
MOTOR HOTEL J
TELEPHONE REGENT 4 2611 
AREA CODE 414
Immediate Confirmation of Reservations
See M ARY PROCTOR, our Campus Representative 
or call for reservations at 4-2611
1. The House Council Judicial Board shall consist of all elected House officers.2. The duties of the House Council Judicial Board shall in­volve reviewing all cases arising from violation of House and LWA rules under house jurisdiction as specified by the Women’s Judi­cial Board.
ARTICLE IX Amendments to the Constitution 
Section IAmendments to the Constitu­tion of this Association shall be proposed by a two-thirds vote of the L.W.A. Council, or by a peti­tion signed by one-fourth of the membership of the L.W.A. 
Section nThe proposed amendment shall be published in the Lawrentian at least three days before it is voted on by L.W.A.
Section mAn amendment shall be pass­ed by a two-thirds vote of L.W.A. Voting shall take place in all of the women’s dormitories and at an appropriate place for town women, and the tally pre­sented to the L.W.A. Council.
Section Vn
TO THE WOMEN OF 
LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY:
This letter is an attempt to help explain the maze of articles and clauses better known as the L.W.A. Constitution. The hopeful result of our somewhat involved efforts is a more workable and better organized document. I urge you to read it carefully — I certainly don’t maintain that it’s fun reading but then, you didn’t have to write it.There are two major changes. The first is the procedure of electing dormitory offic e r i  which, you will remember, has always been handled before room choosing. The result has consistently been a chaotic mess of who votes where for whom. We are proposing that the elec­tions take place after rooms have been chosen and selection will be made from and voted upon by those in each living unit. This could possibly be consider­ed a part of “dormitory auton­omy” and would therefore be in keeping with current discussions on that topic.The second major change is concerned with the representa­tive system and makes the council a consistently represen­tative body whether there are small houses or not. It will be purely academic by next year but would meet the needs of the campus at any stage of change.Other changes have been mere editorial ones and changes of placement. Also, several things have been dropped from the Constitution and relegated to the Bylaws, such as standing com­mittees and specifics of varied election procedures as these areas are subject to frequent change. If you have more ques­tions, please consult me or your dormitory representative.Elections will be held in all women’s dormitories in house meetings on Sunday evening, November 6 at 11:00 p.m. You will have an opportunity to dis­cuss it before voting if you so desire.The balloting will be a simple acceptance or rejection of the Constitution as voting on spe­cifics would be much too in­volved.
If you do not approve, please indicate on your ballot your par­ticular area of concern and pos­sible suggestions for improve­ment.
Thank you for your co-opera­tion.
NORA BAILEY,L.W.A. President
“Six Characters” 
Both Laughs and
FILM CLASSICS
Ikiru
by DAV ID  C. ELLIOTT
Pirandello Comedy Two Weeks Away
By NEIL HILLER
It is no mere reflection that “Six Characters in Search of an Author,” in addition to every­thing else, is highly amusing.The Lawrence University Thea­ter production of Pirandello’s “Comedy in the Making,” which will be directed by F. Theodore Cloak, will be presented in Stansbury Theatre November 16- 19 at 8 p.m.In Pirandello’s introduction to “ Six Characters,” written as a defense against the misunder­standing occasioned by the play,
For those people who support­ed the proposal in Student Senate to send a recent editorial to all prospective students, take no­tice, there is something you can do on the home front. One publi­cation which is regularly sent to candidates for admission is the catalogue, of which a new edi­tion is issued every two years. This booklet above all represents Lawrence University to the un­versed, to the innocent.
The Autumn LeavesIt has come to the attention of many that the most recent edi­tion of this volume, the one in seasonal fall colors, misrepre­sents the physical plant of the school in addition to expressing some rules in very highflown English.Prime examples of the gaping- ly exaggerated photographic trick shots include pictures of Plantz, page 19, and Youngchild Hall, page 30. It seems incon­sistent that the artist who put the book together should feature Main Hall on the cover, some­what bigger than life, and then cause this veritable Top of the Mark attraction to become al­most totally obliterated by fol­iage in the picture of Young­child.One can assume from the per­spective given the two buildings in this shot that they don’t look well together, that they show some kind of architectural in­consistency of which the pho­tographer is ashamed.
Realistic CatalogueSo to the supporters of the pro­posal to show the prospective student what life is really like here, the following suggestions must be made to help the cata­logue really represent us, in the same spirit held by those who wish to send the editorial to prospective students.The cover of the new cata­logue would have to be a picture of Main Hall in the depths of the dingiest winter day. Since we are blessed with more winter weather than any other variety, let the picture portray a barren, drizzling day and show the ic^ patches which form along the well-traveled short and narrow paths which surround Main Hall.The realism of this beginning cannot be denied, and to make it hit even closer to home, we must arrange things so that the cover comes off in the reader’s hand and that several pages not stay
he insisted that the Six Charac­ters were first brought into his office by his maidservant, Fan­tasy.Thereafter, they pestered him until he relented and consented to put them into a play.Obviously he had to make the play a comedy, for the Charac­ters were too persuasive for the author to do anything but hu­mour them.
There are numerous humorous aspects in Pirandello’s crea­tion, not the least of which is the basic coup de theatre of the play’s framework: “real charac­ters” coming to a rehearsal where actors are practicing to portray other characters, pre­sumably relatives and friends of
in—to give a truer picture of the age and well-worn attributes of our buildings. The pages which come off at the touch correspond to chipping paint and falling plaster in some of our more “ traditional” buildings.As for matters such as student life we must stick to reality even if it does mean exposing some of our worst habits. What could be more representative ot the student body than a picture of it in action? Say, slouching and sleeping through convoca­tion addresses?The listing of names and hometowns of all students in the catalogue was abandoned a few years ago, but should be revived to show a specific breakdown of the six states which are so well represented here.
Warn the ProspectivesSince the basic philosophy be­hind this movement is to warn prospective students what they will be up against if they come to Lawrence, the catalogue should be more specific about matters pertaining to study fa­cilities and teachers.
The average time it takes a teacher to return papers might interest students, and a break­down of library accommodations would prove interesting.A picture of the main reading room at 8:30 p.m. would prove exemplary, and it’s unfortunate that we cannot include a tape recording of the little noises and distractions provided for us therein.The drastic situation in the Union at the 10:40 time slot can easily be taken care of with a picture of the line, but in all fairness there should also be a picture of the tables covered with the old dishes and trash students leave behind which slow up the whole process.
Give the Full PictureNeedless to say, the proposal followers could italicize passages in the catalogue they wish to mock such as the one about stu­dents’ responsibility for their own affairs. But again, it is only just that the passages about opportunities for independent and tutorial studies be retained to give a full picture.When all the editing and pho­tographing is completed, the supporters of the proposal might care to retitle the catalogue something like “Apply At Own Risk.”
Provides 
Insights
the We Six.
The rehearsal which the Char­acters interrupt is for “ Mixing it Up,” which is being produced by the company only because it “ is reduced to putting on Piran­dello’s works . . . where the au­thor plays the fool with us all,” as the Manager says.
At the beginning of the re­hearsal, the Leading Man “is busy beating an egg in the cup,” a symbolic egg, he is mixing it up. Because he doesn’t especial­ly like the Pirandello play the company is rehearsing, the Man­ager is persuaded by the Char­acters to let them present their play in its stead.
RegretsHe later has sufficient cause to regret having given his per­mission, for, as he says: “ this is what we’ve gained—out of the frying pan into the fire” (pre­sumably along with the egg).Much of the comedy of “Six Characters” derives from the verbal fencing between the F a­ther and the Manager, because they attempt to foil one another’s efforts to present his conception of “The Comedy in the Making.” The Manager is perceptively suspicious of the Father: “ it seems to me you are trying to imitate the manner of a certain author whom I heartily detest.” Six guesses as to who that may be.The Actors of the company find the efforts of the Characters to present “ the dram a within them” rather amusing because they believe that their obvious posturing is more realistic.The Characters cannot take seriously the efforts of the Ac­tors to portray their drama.
Suppressing Laughter
Thus the Characters and Actors have a hard time not laughing at one another which makes the rehearsal somewhat difficult and thoroughly exasperates everyone concerned.This, I suppose, is part of what Pirandello meant by calling the play “ a conflict of theatrical elements.”Artaud, in reviewing the origi­nal production of the play in Paris said “ the whole question of theatricality is raised.” Eye­brows, many other questions, and much laughter are raised as well.
Conservatory Holds 2 Faculty Recitals
The second and third faculty recitals of the year will be pre­sented during the next week.
Faculty pianist Patricia Sayre will present her recital at 4 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 6, in Harper Hall.
Miss Sayre, teaching special­ist in piano, joined the Conserva­tory faculty in 1965 following her graduation from Lawrence.
John Koopman, assistant pro­fessor of music, will present a recital of songs by Mozart, De- bussey, Faure and other com­posers at 8 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 10, in Harper Hall at the Music- Drama Center.
Koopman, a bass - baritone, joined the Conservatory faculty in 1960. He holds bachelor’s and m aster’s degrees in music edu­cation from Drake University, and has studied at Indiana Uni­versity Among his teachers have been Marita Farrell and Marko Rothmuller.
Akira Kurosawa makes Japan­ese films. His glory is that they are not quintessentially either Japanese or films, but full-bod­ied documents of the heart and mind.They are addressed to neither nationalists or film-bugs, though they are very Japanese in their ruthless concern for aesthetic de­tail and very cinematic in their camerawork and directorial fin­esse. Bureaucrat Dying“ Ikiru” , this week’s Film Clas­sics presentation, is a high-grade sample of the Kurosawa product. The title means “ to live!” . The story is: a middle-aged bureau­crat, informed that he is to die of cancer, is shattered not by the spectre of death but the realiza­tion that his paper-sotted mun­dane life has no meaning.He embarks on a series of ex­periences which, at the end, give him life before death.Blessed with other virtues than samurai warriors and Toshiro Mifune, this film offers an excel­lent chance to catch a different facet of Kurosawa, one still glow­ing with the internal diamond heat that generates all of his work.The utilization of flashbacks ap­proaches Welles in imagination, the acting of Takahi Shimura and everybody else is just right, and though the picture takes a long time to say that life is short, no
one’s life is so short they cannot take the time to see it.Akira Kurosawa makes great films because he is a great man— tolerant, humorous, passionate, realistic, self-aware, complex in his simplicity.His maturity of spirit and intel­lect can handle any subject well, whether it be the relativity of subjective truth (“ Rashomon” ), the agonies of Macbeth (“Throne of Blood” ), a contemporary de­tective story (“ High and Low” ), bloodletting among the big busi­ness elite (“The Bad Sleep Well” ) or medieval comic adventure (“ Yojimbo” ).His problem is that a great bloc of humanity, including many in­tellectuals, can never really grasp the rich humanism of his pic­tures. Kurosawa's AppealI mean that great congregation of the insensitive, the simplistic, and the piously idealogical. A man like Kurosawa is not naked to his enemies. He is either opa­que or altogether invisible.If you are not of the above — and maybe even if you a r e -  come and see the film. It is Kur­osawa’s passion, and I am sure his pleasure, that he will not eas­ily permit us the sloppy common­place of being alien to our better selves.“ Ikuru” will be shown at Young- child 161 <not SLinsbury), at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. this Sunday.
.SENATOR ED W ARD  KEN NED Y spoke at the chapel last week on behalf of local Democratic candidates. Seated to the right is Patrick Lucey, Democratic candidate for governor.
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From the Editorial BoardAn Obligation Ignored
The most recent instance of criminal action on campus, the break-in and theft at Ormsby early Sunday morning, merely underlines the administration's failure to provide for the safety of campus residents and their property.After the entry of an unknown man into the second floor of Colman at 3 a.m. last summer, after a break-in at the southeast corner of the Union this term, after frequent river-baths of student bicycles in the Fox by local junior high school types, after repeated incidents of window- peeking and exhibitionism, the administration has made no permanent provision for student safety.Granted, students can take measures to increase their own safety and avoid needless risks and invitations to «langer. Hotter security, however, requires more than pleas for precautions and appeals to rugged individualism.The campus has become notorious as the most unpro­tected, unlighted, unpatrolled spot in the Appleton area. Consequently, the perennial nuisance of having the campus and its buildings overrun by “townies” has now expanded beyond that simple problem to one of real danger.For two and one-half years Lawrence students have been waiting for promised night lighting while university landscapcrs ruminate over “the total plan.” Student re­quests for even token patrolling of the campus have found the administration abdicating its responsibility.Students should not have to fight for simply nominal itecurity provisions when the need for them presents itself so clearly.When the administration is so quick to assert its re­sponsibility to protect the students from themselves, it should have the integrity to provide for campus security.
NOVEMBER SPECIAL
Student Bundle..................8 m $1.00 
Shirts ..........................................20c
Trousers......................................55c
HELLER'S LAUNDERETTE
LAUNDRY ond DRY CLEAN INGCampus Representative — Percy Smerek, 305
To the Editor:In response to a poorly edited Lawrentian article, the recent let­ter by Jam es Lannon, and some general questions raised by fellow students, we, the editorial board of Tropos '67 feel that it is time to publicly justify our decision to change the name of the Lawrence literary magazine.This year’s editorial board, in varying degrees, agreed that the “Contributor” had become almost without exception a dull and rout­ine college magazine. In recent years a small clique ran the mag­azine to extremes of literary un­iformity.It is our purpose to create on the Lawrence campus an excit­ing, stimulating journal which will endeavor to present as many varied art forms (prose, dram a, poetry, art, music, photography etc.) and artists (i.e., for the first time faculty contributions are be­ing sought, desk drawers are be­ing rifled, etc.) as is possible.Artistic experimentation, hith­erto looked upon with token re ­spect, is now being actively sought. In other words, this year’s board, unlike some others, recog­nizes that Emily Dickinson is not the hippiest thing that ever hap­pened.Who knows?—Maybe “Tropos” will be a crashing failure. This, of course, depends largely on what is turned in. But we of the board feel that we would like to instigate a new journalistic ex­perience at Lawrence.Some will view the new name as only a symbol of change for the sake of change. If this were true all criticism would be justi­fied.However, we view the new name as a symbol of something else, i.e. “Tropos ’67” in both name and body hopes to symbol­ize a broad spectrum of stimuli represented in artistic express­ions of Lawrence students and faculty.The death of the “Contributor” and most of what it stood for was long overdue. Hopefully, its successor, “Tropos ’67” can bring some vitality into what before has virtually been a void.EDITORIAL BOARD THE “TROPOS ’67”•  •  •
TO THI«: EDITOR:Re “ Guided Miscellany” of October 29’s Lawrentian. After Miss Kaplan stated. “I confess to musical ignorance,” why did she go on and prove it?JAMES H. STREATER.•  * •
To the Editor:Re Bud Walsh’s editorial on ROTC. Although the incompati­bility of ROTC and a college edu­cation under the same institution seems reasonable, it is not due to all of the reasons given in last week's “Notes from the Left.”The military may “promote and protect the national interest” as its chief goal, but isn’t this the ultimate effect of a good educa­tion? Isn’t the thinking, informed citizen as much a contribution to his country as the effective sold­
ier? Can’t the realistic necessity of a military force be better staff­ed by college educated personnel? Through channels such as these, college and the military are head­ed in the same direction.To imply that there was a hu­mane way to end the war with Japan is preposterous, just as to imply that napalm is used in or­der to be inhumane. Wars are not started because men are reason­able enough to respect each oth­e r ’s rights and settle differences on the conference table, and they are often ended in a similar fash­ion. Furthermore, can the mili­tary then be blamed when they are but the puppets of “educated” civilian leaders?The incompatibility of the mili­tary and college education lies in their respective disciplines. En­vironmentally the military at­tempts to center the individual’s attention on the functioning of the whole via bureaucratic efficiency. It can hardly be expected to culti­vate intellectual creativity and freedom, which is a t the very heart of education. With this dif- ferentation in mind, there is no room for these two entities under one consistent philosophy of edu­cation.Is there any reason why ROTC could not be separate from the school but still available to in­terested individuals?ALLEN W. BOOTH* •  •TO THE EDITOR:I would like to question the Lawrentian’s recent personal at­tack against a  member of the administration. The kind of snide remarks made about Miss Morton in last week’s issue are egotistically satisfying to the writer, no doubt, but are highly destructive in a tactical sense.Slinging witty little mudballs at those in command creates nothing but antagonism. It deepens the growing schism be­tween “us” and “ them” .Student criticism of the Uni­versity's social restrictions is only constructive when it re­mains concerned with issues and not personalities.RUFUS CADIGAN.
CAST ANNOUNCEMENT
“ Le Miracle de Theophile,” a 13th century French m ir­acle play, will be presented December 6-7 at 7 p.m. in the Experimental Theatre. It will be the first of the series of one-acts to be presented this year. Sue Campbell, who has translated “Theophile” who modern French and is direct­ing the production has announ­ced the following cast: 
Pinceguerre .. Christine Grupe Notre Dame Adrienne Kulieke Pierre-Alexandra AbercrombieThomas .......  Sally HickersonDevil’s Helper . . .  Wm. DavisSatan ........... Patrick O’BrienL’Eveque .. Mike McGillivray Theophile .. Jacob Stockinger Salatin ............. Andy Remak
To the Editor:An excellent letter in last week’s LawrenUan concerning the quantized aspect of education might raise the question of the validity of tests and the grades which are based on them.A test is generally intended to measure comprehension regard­ing what has been studied. Since it can never encompass all as­pects of the subject, there must be some standard of inclusion.The result, therefore, has no relation to the remainder ot the material, the exclusion of which can only be an arbitrary decision of whoever devises the test.Once this is established there is still some question as to what the test actually measures. Most will be to varying extents rating of memory, intelligence, ability to work rapidly, and similar factors which have nothing to do with the amount of comprehension but only facilitate its acquisition.It is often a waste of a stu­dent’s time to memorize dates and formulas which can be eas- ily looked up when needed. Since the ability to recall these is no reflection of comprehension, a test which depends on memoriza­tion can be an accurate gauge of nothing other than memorization itself.The same is true for other ele­ments which are often measured by but have no relevance to the purpose of examinations.For these and other reasons it can only be concluded that tests and the resultant grades are ar­bitrary and erroneous as pres­ently administered in the large majority of cases. Though there are various ways to alleviate this situation somewhat, for example more open book tests, it can nev­e r be completely rectified.The catalog may be correct in saying that Lawrence seeks to allow “a greater variety in teach­ing methods.” but it has failed to allow such variety in learning methods.
ALLERTON STEELEWLFM to Feature Election Coverage
WLFM will feature total elec­tion coverage on election day. Tuesday, as WLFM news pre­sents Election Night Special Re­port.From 7 p.m. until the last re­turns are received, WLFM will utilize all its sources for contin­uous coverage of all state, local, and national races. The program will be carried on both FM at 91.1 me. and campus AM at 580 kc.Correspondents from WLFM news will be on hand across the city at the party headquarters, the Post-Crescent building, and the Student Senate Election Cen­tral for on the air interviews and reports.In addition, the station will have regular reports from WLFM’s statistical coordination center at WAPL.The Lawrence government de­partment will offer commentary and in-depth analysis of all the races in exclusive interviews with WLFM reporters.
Attention Chairmen of Fraternities and Sororities!! 
SELECT YOUR CHRISTMAS CARDS NOW
. . . CHOICES FROM OVER 60 ABLUMS
Conkey's Book Store
Phi Delts, Betas Still Tied; 
Figis Remain Distant ThirdIF Football Teams
Nov. 5, 1966 The LAW RENTIAN Page Seven
Near Seasons End
With only one game left in the IF  football schedule, the Betas and Phi Delts clung to the top spot with the Fijis a distant third, followed by the Delts, Taus, and Sig Eps.Last Thursday’s action resulted in the Betas dropping the Fijis 12-2, the Phis beating the Delts26-7, and the Taus recording their first win, 6-0 over the Sig Eps.
MIDWEST CONFERENCEW L P OPRipon 6 0 213 32St. Olaf 5 1 206 61Lawrence 5 1 126 60Beloit 4 2 180 117Cornell 3 3 95 151Monmouth 2 4 68 175Carleton 2 4 69 132Coe 2 4 80 126Knox 1 5 35 149Grinnell 0 6 81 143
Games Nov. 5 Ripon at St. Olaf (Parents Day) Cornell at Beloit (Dads’ Day) Lawrence at Monmouth Grinnell a t CoeKnox at Carleton (Homecoming)
Results Oct. 29Ripon 35, Carleton 13 St. Olaf 49, Cornell 7 Lawrence 18, Grinnell 6 Coe 28, Knox 15 Beloit 34, Monmouth 20
Four of the first division teams in the Midwest Conference will pair off Saturday while the three top clubs in the second division will be gunning or a chance to grab a tie for a first division berth. Saturday could produce a three-way tie for first place.An individual duel between the two top scorers in the conference adds interest to the title scrap between Ripon (6-0) and St. Olaf (5-1) at Northfield. Fourth place Beloit (4-2) entertains fifth place Cornell (3-3).St. Olaf was the only team to defeat defending champion Ripon last season, grabbing a 22-7 win. Combination of a St. Olaf victory over Ripon and a Lawrence (5-1) win at Monmouth (2-4) would throw the league race into a three-way tie a t the top—Ripon, St. Olaf, Lawrence.Monmouth, Carleton and Coe, which are tied for sixth place, will be going for victories which, linked with a Cornell loss, would enable them to climb out of the second division and into a tie for fifth place.Dave Krahn of St. Olaf and A1 Long of Ripon are tied for first place in the individual scoring race, according to six-game cumu­lative statistics compiled Tues­day. Saturday’s two championship contending clubs also have two men tied for fourth. Doug Blanch­ard of St. Olaf, Jim  Clark of Rip­on and Dewey Schultz of Cornell each has six touchdowns.Lawrence quarterback Chuck McKee, who led the league’s scor­ing or the last two weeks, threw a  touchdown pass but didn’t score in Lawrence’s 18-6 victory over Cornell. He dropped to third place with 50 points.Three placement kickers are among the top 15 scorers—Carl Dean of Ripon with 28 points, Gary Hietpas of Lawrence with 23 and Bruce Stensvad of St. Olaf with 21.
Harvey Takemoto accounted for the Fijis two points but their of­fense, which had scored over 100 in the last two games could not move as the receivers consistently dropped passes.Bruce Elliott connected with Jeff Clark and John Scales for the Beta scores.Mark Rollins found Wally Vuch- nick in the end zone for the Taus only six points but it was enough for the victory as the Sig Eps could not move the ball.It was the first Tau victory in three years, but not the last, as the Delts forfeited on Tuesday to enable the Taus to escape last place.
The Phis continued on their winning ways against the Delts as they rolled to a 26-0 half time lead and then relaxed to win 26-7.The Phis relied on the passing of Brian Bock and the receiving of Steve Simon, Pat Kenney and Pete Schendal to put the game on ice.
The rich got richer Monday as the Phis whitewashed the Sig Eps 21-0, the Betas shut the door on the Taus 27-0, and the Fijis whip­ped the Delts 13-0.
On the first play of the game the Phi Delts Steve Simon slip­ped unnoticed down the sideline for a TD pass from Bill Godfrey, and following the kickoff Steve Bogue intercepted a pass and raced for another touchdown and a 14-0 lead.
The Phis added another touch­down and then settled down to win easily.
The Betas used three TD pass­es from Elliott to Scales and one to Art Keppleman to dump the Taus 27-0.The Taus never penetrated Beta
LAWRENCE vs. BELOIT WLFM will broadcast the Lawrence-Beloit football game live from Lawrence Bowl next Saturday, Nov. 12. Coverage will begin at 1:05 p.m. and play-by-play coverage of the game starts at 1:20 p.m.
For D istinctive  M erchandise
Treasure Box 
Gift Shop
W e welcome you to come in browse around.
313 E. College Ave.
F-A-S-T
Film 
Processing
•  Large selection of Portable Tape Recorders.
•  Kodachrome and Ektach- chrome, 1 day service; Kodacolor, 2 day service
•  Black and White,Brought in by 9 a.m.,Ready same day.
CONTEMPORARY  
GREETING CARDS
ideal photo
222 E. College Ave.
territory as interceptions thwart­ed almost every drive in a game shortened by darkness.In what figured to be a close game, the Fiji defense kept the Delts in trouble and enabled them to win 13-0. Chris Olson then fired strikes to Dennis Nakamura and Monte Allen for the victory.On Tuesday the Betas won on a forfeit from the Sig Eps and the Taus won likewise from the Delts. In a game played Saturday the Phi Delts overcame the Fijis 35-19.It was close for most of the first half as the two teams traded touchdowns, but in the second half the Phi’s strength proved too much for the Fijis.Bock, Simon, and Kenney again stood out for the Phis.
The standings:Beta ......................8 1Phi Delt ..............8 lFiji ........................5 4Delt ......................3 6Tau .......................2 7Sig Eps ...............1 8
S I DE L I NE  HI GHL I GHTSBy ROD CLARK
After a successful week last week (five for five) I shall keep up my attack on literary style and make a few more prognostications as the Midwest Conference football race goes in to its next-to-last w eek:Ripon at St. Olaf: This is the biggest game of the year for three teams, Lawrence, Ripon and St. Olaf. The Oles seem to be a sound football team which excells in running the hall. Ripon has a fine football team which specializes in scoring points. The Oles are in top form and the Red* mcn are ripe for an upset. St. Olaf 28, Ripon 21.Cornell at Beloit: Both teams specialize in the offensive air attack. Beloit has been more successful thus far and seems to have a better defense. Cornell will be up, fight­ing for a first division berth. Beloit 33, Cornell 21.Grinnell at Coe: Coe has looked good in winning its 1st two games and should beat the downtrodden Pioneers who are definitely down. Coe 19, Grinnell 12.Knox at Carleton: Knox has perhaps one of the worst offenses in the league and Carleton is a fairly good team who gave Ripon a good fight last week. Carleton 20, Knox 12.Lawrence at Monmouth: The Vikes are a better team and should prove it. I he only question is how much. Law­rence must win all the rest. Lawrence 35, Monmouth 7.
LITERALLYSpeaking, Pah-low’s has 1000’s of Billfolds from which to choose. We have Buxton, Prince Gardner, Rolf’s, Cameo, and Baronet to mention a few. From $2.00 up plus tax, free monogrammi ng.
Pah-low's
Luggage, Leathergoods, Gifts
303 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton
TONIGHT - NOVEMBER 5Verna and the Avalons
from Stevens Point 
FRIDAYS —  FISH and CHIPS D IN N E R ....... 70c
The RAVEN0
"Where The Action Is"
3 miles west of Neenah on highway 1 14
This is Russ Kennedy of Balboa Island. California, on an in-port field trip as a student aboard Chapm an College’s floating campus.The note he paused to make as fellow students went ahead to inspect Hatshepsut’s Tomb in the Valley of the Kings near Luxor, he used to complete an assignment for his Comparative World Cultures professor.Russ transferred the 12 units earned during the study-travcl semester at sea to his record at the University of California at Irvine where he continues studies toward a teaching career in life sciences.As you read this, 450 other students have begun the fall semester voyage of discovery with Chapm an aboard the s.s. RYNDAM , for which Holland-America Line acts as General Passenger Agents.In February still another 450 will embark from Los Angeles for the spring 1967 semester, this time bound for the Panama Canal, Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Nigeria, Senegal, Morocco, Spain. Portugal, The Netherlands, Denmark, Great Britain and New York.For a catalog describing how you can include a semester at sea in your educational plans, fill in the information below and mail.
Director of Admissions Chapman College Orange, California 92666
Chapman 
1 College
Orange. C a lifo rn ia  02066
Name.
(Last) (First)
Address.
I  C ity.I I
.State.
Telephone. .M_
The Ryndam is of West German registry.
r
Present Status College/University
(Indicate Home or College/University) Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate
Vikes Crush Grinnell Will Face MonmouthTitle Hopes Remain After Fifth Victory
Any title hopes the Lawrence Vikings have this year must en­dure at least until after this week­end. The once-beaten Vikings will travel to Monmouth to play the Scots, who have a  record of 2-4. While playing one game, the Vikes will more likely be interested in another.This is the weekend that league- leading Ripon plays St. Olaf. The Oles have shown themselves to be an excellent team and have lost only one game this year, a 24-21 decision to the Vikes early in the season.Three Easy VictoriesLast week-end, Lawrence, Rip­on and St. Olaf all won handily. Ripon downed Carleton 35-13, St. Olaf beat Cornell, 49-7, and the Vikes traveled to Grinnell where they downed the winless Pioneers, 18-6.Again this week, it was the Lawrence defense which stood out, as the offense, which carried the load the first part of the sea­son. seems spotty and often in­consistent.Lawrence kicked off and got the ball back quickly as the Vikes recovered a Grinnell fumble. The Vikes moved the ball to the 21 and stalled. Gary Hietpas kicked a  38-yard field goal and the Vikes led 3-0 with less than four minutes gone in the game.Lawrence kicked off again, and got the ball back quickly as Den-
The Lawrence cross-country team closed its dual meet season last Saturday with a 19-36 defeat at the hands of Grinnell on the Pioneer’s home course. The set­back left the Viking harriers with a record of four wins and five losses for the season.
Although Grinnell in its ca­pacity as host was supposedly entertaining the visiting Vikings, they endeavored more to enter­tain the home crowd, which saw Pioneer runners John Sharpe and Doug Dray scamper home with the first two places. Steve Sedgwick paced the Lawrence team with a third, while Wayne Draeger captured sixth place.The Viking’s 4-5 record repre­sents a considerable improve­ment over last year’s 2-6 mark, but it is at the Midwest Confer­ence Meet in Chicago today that they expect to demonstrate their superiority over last year’s Law­rence contingent.
Fourth Place PredictedThat squad placed sixth, in the second division, while the cur­rent band of harriers appear to have a realistic opportunity to challenge Cornell and Monmouth for third place. On the basis of earlier season performances Lawrence mentor Gene Davis predicted a fourth place finish ahead of Monmouth but behind Cornell, who toppled the Vikings previously, 22-33.Still, in the conference, pre­dictions are bound to becomc muddled amidst the mass of seventy runners.For example, suppose that in a dual meet Lawrence runners A1 and A2 finish second and third against Cornell, whose men Bl and B2 come in first and fourth, thereby giving each team 5 points. But in the conference meet there is no assurance that these four runners will finish in succession; many rival harriers might fill up the gaps in between
nis Kirchoff intercepted a Grin­nell pass. The Vikes moved the ball to the nine, but the drive was halted as a Chuck McKee pass was intercepted on the one. On the next play, the Vike defense tackled the ball-carrier in the end zone and Lawrence led 5-0 with half the first quarter gone.Second Half AttackLawrence controlled the game but could not mount a sustained attack until late in the half. The drive covered 74 yards with Mc­Kee alternating Witte and Figi into the line. The big play was a 50-yard pass from McKee to Rick Miller. Witte took it over from the two and the Vikes led 11-0. McKee’s roll-out for the extra point was short and it stayed 11-0 as the half ended.The Vikes took the second half kick-off but had trouble moving the ball. Grinnell found it hard to grind out yardage so after the exchange of punts, the Vikes found themselves on their own nine. Ninety-one Yard DriveThe Vikes marched the 91 yards for the touchdown with McKee’s arm  again playing a big part. He threw to Rod Clark for a first down on a crucial third and eight, deep in Lawrence territory, to keep the drive going.Several plays later, he threw to Clark again, this time for 40 yards to put the ball deep into Grinnell territory. After running the ball to the 13. McKee threw to Dave Mielke for the score. Hietpas booted the point and Lawrence led 18-0.
them. Thus the following placing is possible: Bl, 6th, Al, 10th, A2. 15th, B2, 23rd, giving Law­rence a distinct advantage.Carleton seems assured of its sixth championship in seven years, while Grinnell should run a strong second. These teams also boast two of the top candi­dates for the individual title in the Carls’ sophomore Mike Stein­er and the Pioneers’ Sharpe, who finished second behind graduat­ed senior Mike Hartman of Be­loit last year.
Knox’s Auld May ThreatenKnox’s Robin Auld may be well enough recovered from a mid­season illness to pose a threat also.
Lawrence will be represented by seven runners, two of whom are seniors competing in their last meet, while four are sopho­mores who have never run in conference before.
Co-captains Sedgwick and John Howe will be closing out their careers, while Draeger and sophs Bill Giese, Mark Leonas, Vem Wilmot, and Jon Huntman complete the Viking roster.
18-6;Today
Late in the fourth period, Grin­nell mounted a drive and went 80 yards for a touchdown. Buswell took it in for the touchdown with little more than a minute remain­ing, and the score was Lawrence18, Grinnell 6.This was the first game of the year that Chuck McKee has not scored, although he did throw a touchdown pass. This also was his worst day on the ground as he rolled up 29 yards in 11 at­tempts. The slack was taken up by halfback Steve Figi who gain­ed 76 yards and fullback Dick Witte who ground out 46.
Witte’s Wrist BrokenAfter the game it was learned that Witte had broken his wrist on Lawrence’s first play from scrimmage and will be lost to the Vikes for the rest of the sea­son. Moving into the fullback slot will be senior Gerry Gatzke, who started the season as the number one fullback but lost his job to Witte.Witte joins defensive ends Den­nis DeCock and Dale Schuparra on the disabled list. DeCock was injured three weeks ago and Schu­parra was hurt in the Ripon game.
This week the Vikes travel to Monmouth and are looking to pick up a win. If they do win, they still have to play Beloit next weekend in the Bowl and have to beat the Bucs to get any part of first or second place. Meanwhile . . .  go Oles!
Soccer Club Takes Loss
The Lawrence Soccer Club was smothered under a truckload of goals unloaded on them by the University of Wisconsin last Sat­urday. The score was 7-0 in fav­or of the Badgers.
The Lawrence club was out­classed by the all-foreign line fielded by Wisconsin which con­sisted of four Nigerians and one Spaniard. The goals came evenly throughout the four periods, with­out any relief for the Lawrence team.The soccer field was turned into a shooting gallery as Rod Buchen stopped shot after shot, amazingly only letting in seven scores.The Lawrence soccer team to be supplemented by some more skills and much more experience. Lawrence has one more game on its schedule, November 5, at M ar­quette. Only one thing need be said about that game, Marquette tied Madison.
M A G A Z IN ES  and 
TOBACCOS
Jerry’s Pipe Shop
Ladies’ and Men’s
SHOE R E P A I R I N G
M E N 'S  T E N N IS  and B A S K E T B A L L  SHO ES
WESTERN BOOTS
Ruff Outs —  Dingo Boots —  Brushed Pigskin 
W ater Repellent
JERRY LYMAN SHOE SERVICE
309 W. College Ave. Across from Penney's & Sears
Harriers Lose to Grinnell 19*36; Compete In Conference Meet Today
T IM  PA R K E R  fights for control of the ball with a Univer­sity of Wisconsin player. Wisconsin trounced the Vikes 
7-0. Much of the fine playing was attributed to Wiscon­sin’s foreign players.
Don't Scratch! j
’ORV’ S BARBER  SHOP?
< I 108 South Oneida Street (
J Across from the Zuelke Building ^
The Pharmacy on the Campus
“PILLS ‘N’ THINGS”
204 East College Avenue
Suggestion for a late night snack
* * *
SALAD  
GARLIC BREAD 
LA SAGNA  
TORTONNI 
W INE
* * *
Delivered lo your room!
Lawrence students who wish to order wine must 
be able to prove that they are over 86.
FRANK & P A T ’ S
PIZZA PALACE
815 West College Ave. RE 4-9131
FREE DORM DELIVERY ON TW O OR MORE 
PIZZAS . . . Until 1:00 a.m.
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